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Course outline

Warm-up 

■ Fundamentals 

■ Forwarding and routing 

■ Network transport 

Data centers 

■ Data center networking 

■ Data center transport 

Programmability 

■ Software defined networking 

■ Programmable forwarding
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Video 

■ Video streaming 

■ Video stream analytics 

Networking and ML 

■ Networking for ML 

■ ML for networking 

Mobile computing 

■ Wireless and mobile

👈



Learning objectives
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How does video get streamed over the 
Internet?

What are the challenges in streaming 
video over the Internet? How to solve 

them?



How much is YouTube worth today?
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Valuation of YouTube equals to around US$168 billion. 
(Google acquired YouTube for US$1.6 billion in 2006.)

https://mannhowie.com/youtube-valuation



Video content has been dominating the Internet
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Video traffic is dominant nowadays: by 2021 it would represent more than 67% of the Internet traffic



Pre-streaming era
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99%

Download the whole video file and play it 
when the download is finished.

Network



Streaming era
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Chunk the video into small segments and 
stream from any segment.

Network



Challenges in video streaming
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Internet

Network condition is dynamic: best effort!

Packet drop
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Time

How to address/mitigate this issue?



Video compression

Reduce the amount of data to be transmitted over the network while keeping the video quality 

Techniques: 

■ Frame-level compression (spatial): resize/encode the image 

■ Video-level compression (temporal): encode the images across time (calculating deltas)
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Frame-level compression Video-level compression

Frame 1
Frame 1

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3



Frame-level compression

JPEG compression 

■ Changes RGB to YCbCr 

■ Y: luminance, CbCr are chrominance  

Why this change? 

■ Human eyes are less sensitive to 
chrominance than to luminance 

JPEG reduces sizes of Cb and Cr: 
quantization 

■ Total compression rate x2
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RGB

[76,141,248]
#4C8DF8

Y Cb Cr

Compression



Video-level compression
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Macro blocks

Group of 
Pictures (GOP)

I (intra-coded) frame: self-contained, e.g., 
JPEG
P (predictive) frame: looks back to I and P 
frames for prediction

B (bidirectional) frame: looks forward and 
backward to other frames

I frames are the largest, P frames are medium-size, 
and B frames are the smallest.

Remove temporal redundancy by 
keeping track of the relative 

differences (deltas) between frames 
using motion vectors

H.264

Compressibility highly depends 
on the content, why?

http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu/~benl/Courses/ece477.sp20/Lectures/4.Video_Compression.pdf



Bitrate

Measures the data size per unit time: 

■ Amount of data used to encode video (or audio) per second, e.g., Mbps, Kbps 

Bitrate affects both the file size and the quality of the video 

■ Affect the required bandwidth when streaming the video over the network
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8Mbps

Check here for a live demo: https://reference.dashif.org/dash.js/
latest/samples/dash-if-reference-player/index.html



Constant bitrate (CBR)

Compress video with a constant bitrate 

■ Constant bitrate → constant compression ratio → varying quality 

■ In H.264, quality is worse when the motion is higher due to the larger deltas
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Quality is bad for 
complex segments

Constant bitrate

Stuffing, wasted space Poor quality due 
to lack of space



Variable bitrate (VBR)

Encode video with varying bitrates 

■ Higher bitrate for more complex segments 

■ Smooth out the quality
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Quality is smoothed 
with varying bitrates

target

min

max

Variable bitrate

Utilize the space more flexibly 
for the entire video

VBR algorithms are more complex and 
typically require support from the 

hardware



Video streaming with CBR
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5Mbps
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5Mbps

5Mbps

1Mbps

5Mbps

10Mbps

For a single user, CBR is 
sufficient, though not perfect

CBR is not efficient when multiple users with 
different bandwidth availabilities are present

CBR is suitable for video streaming since we know already the 
required bandwidth which is also constant over time



CBR improvement
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5Mbps

1Mbps

5Mbps

10Mbps1Mbps

10Mbps

Encode the video with different CBRs at the 
streaming server and choose a suitable CBR based 

on the real-time bandwidth availability



Adaptive bitrate (ABR)

Main idea: 

■ Chop the video into small segments (chunks) and encode the segments with different bitrates  

■ Adaptively select the bitrate for each segment in streaming for each user
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10Mbps

5Mbps
1Mbps

Time

Video segments

Bitrates

Varying bandwidth
Video segments in 

varying bitrates



Challenges in video streaming
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Streaming protocols Adaptive bitrate selection 
algorithms

Streaming infrastructure 
management (e.g., CDN)



Video streaming protocols
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Physical Layer

Link Layer

IP Layer

TCP UDP

Video streaming

Which transport layer 
protocol to use?



Video streaming protocols
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Physical Layer

Link Layer

IP Layer

TCP UDP

Video streaming

Physical Layer

Link Layer

IP Layer

TCP UDP

HTTP

Video streaming

Modern video streaming 
protocols are based on HTTP

Majority video streaming protocols are based on 
UDP in favor of timeliness instead of reliability



Video streaming protocol: RTP

Real-time transport protocol: based on UDP 

■ Primary standard for audio/video transport in IP networks, widely used for real-time multimedia applications 
such as voice over IP, audio over IP, WebRTC (uses SRTP), and IP television 

■ Includes timestamps for synchronization, sequence numbers for packet loss and reordering detection 

■ Comes with a control protocol, RTCP, which is used for QoS feedback and synchronization between media 
streams, account for around 5% of total bandwidth usage
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Physical Layer

Link Layer

IP Layer

UDP

RTP RTCP

RFC 1889 RFC 3550

TCP



RTP packet header
■ Sequence number (16 bits): used for packet loss 

detection or packet reordering, initially randomized 

■ Timestamp (32 bits): used by the receiver to play back the 
received samples at appropriate time and interval (e.g., 
use a clock of 90kHz for a video stream) 

■ SSRC (32 bits): uniquely identify the source of a stream 

■ CSRC (32 bits): enumerate contributing sources to a 
stream which has been generated from multiple sources
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Control in RTP: RTCP

Receiver constantly measure transmission quality 

■ Delay, jitter, packet loss, RTT 

Regular control information exchange between senders and receivers 

■ Feedback to sender (receiver report) 

■ Feed forward to recipients (sender report) 

Allow applications to adapt to current QoS 

■ Limiting a flow or using a different codec 

Limited overhead: a small fraction, e.g., 5% max. of total bandwidth per RTP session
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RFC 

RTP/RTCP has no support for ABR!



Modern video streaming protocols are based on HTTP

HTTP 1.1+ supports progressive download 

■ Prevalent form of web-based media delivery for video share sites 

■ Progressive = playback begins while download is in progress (byte range request)  

HTTP is friendly with the middleboxes (e.g., firewalls) on the network
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HTTP GET

Progressive file download

Playback buffer

Browser cache

Playback

Video file



Video streaming protocols based on HTTP

Three major players 

■ Microsoft Smooth Streaming 

■ Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS) 

■ Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) 

Each has a proprietary format and its own ecosystem 

Bad for the industry such as CDN providers like Akamai 
since every functionality has to be implemented three 
times
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Physical Layer

Link Layer

IP Layer

TCP

HTTP

SS/HDS/HLS
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Yet another standard: MPEG-DASH

Dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) is an ISO standard for the adaptive delivery of segmented 
content 

■ Blending existing formats into a new format 

MPEG (moving pictures experts group) 

■ Standardized MP3, MP4 

Standardization work from 2010-2012 

Note: DASH itself is not a protocol
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DASH: data model

MDP (media presentation description) describes accessible segments and corresponding timing 

■ Ensuring interoperability
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Media Presentation

Period, start=0s

Period, start=100s

Period, start=290s

Ads

Ads

...

Period

Adaptation Set 1 
video

...

start=100s 
baseURL = http://a.com

Adaptation Set 2 
audio

Representations

Representation 1 
500kbps, 640x480

...

Representation 2 
1Mbps, 800x600

Segments
Segment 1 
start=0s

...

Segment 2 
start=10s

Segment 3 
start=20s

http://youtube.com


DASH workflow
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Representations

Representation 1 
500kbps, 640x480

Representation 2 
1Mbps, 800x600

Segments
Segment 1 
start=0s

...

Segment 2 
start=10s
Segment 3 
start=20s

REQ manifest

Manifest

REQ SEG1 (REP1)

REQ SEG2 (REP2)

REQ SEG3 (REP3)

REQ SEG6 (REP2)

REQ SEG7 (REP3)

Start

Keep requesting

Improve quality

Loss/congestion

Revamp

Time

Video file is encoded using the MDP data 
model described with a manifest file 

DASH server DASH client



Challenges in video streaming
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Streaming protocols Adaptive bitrate 
selection algorithms

Streaming infrastructure 
management (e.g., CDN)



Bitrate selection in ABR
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10Mbps

5Mbps
1Mbps

Time

Video segments

Bitrates

Varying bandwidth
Video segments in 

varying bitrates

ABR algorithm: maximize the video quality 
and minimize rebuffing events

Challenge: bandwidth variation can be very high! 
(10% of all sessions experience such variation and 

22% experience at least half of such variation)

The most straightforward approach is 
to perform bandwidth estimation

17Mbps

500Kbps



Existing rate-based approaches
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Existing rate-based approaches are mainly based on bandwidth estimation, 
with an "adjustment" based on the current level of the playback buffer. 

However, deciding the adjustment function is challenging.

However, using buffer occupancy is suggestive: the buffer is the exact 
state variable an ABR algorithm tries to control.



ABR algorithm: buffer-based
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10Mbps

5Mbps
1Mbps

Time

40%

Can we make ABR decisions solely based on the buffer occupancy at the client?

Video segments Varying bandwidth
Video segments in 

varying bitrates



ABR algorithm: buffer-based

Main motivation 

■ Avoid bandwidth estimation 

■ Buffer occupancy contains implicit information 
about the bandwidth 

BBA (buffer-based algorithm): pick the bitrate 
based on a function of buffer occupancy
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ACM SIGCOMM 2014bit rate = f(                      ) 

40%



BBA: system model

C(t)/R(t) > 1: buffer B(t) grows 

■ At a certain point, it is safe to increase R(t) to improve 
the streaming quality 

C(t)/R(t) < 1: buffer B(t) drains 

■ Arrival rate is smaller than 1 second of video 

■ The chosen rate R(t) is too high 

■ Buffer will be depleted and “rebuffering” happens 

Question: find a good function R(t) = f(B(t))
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B(t)

1Output rate

Buffer occupancy 
(seconds)

Buffer size 
(seconds)

Input rate C(t)/R(t)

We use the unit of video seconds: representing 
how many seconds of video we can fetch/buffer

System dynamics



BBA: theoretical analysis

Goal 1: no unnecessary rebuffering 

■ As long as C(t) > Rmin for all t and we adapt f(B) → Rmin as B → 
0, we will never unnecessarily rebuffer because the buffer 
will start to grow before it runs dry 

Goal 2: average video rate maximization 

■ As long as f(B) is increasing and eventually reaches Rmax, 
the average video rate will match the average capacity 
when Rmin < C(t) < Rmax for all t >0
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Assumptions: infinitesimal segment size, 
continuous bit rate, videos are CBR coded, 

videos are infinitely long



BBA in practice

Assumptions do not always hold in practice, we need to be more conservative
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BBA: results
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BBA achieves much less rebuffering rate than alternatives. 



ABR algorithm: control theory based
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ACM SIGCOMM 2015

Model the ABR control problem as Markov 
processes and apply control theory 



ABR algorithm: learning based
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ACM SIGCOMM 2017Model the ABR control problem as a Markov Decision 
Process and apply deep reinforcement learning

We will discuss it next week.



Challenges in video streaming
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Streaming protocols Adaptive bitrate selection 
algorithms

Streaming infrastructure 
management (e.g., CDN)



How to deliver video on the network?

Modern infrastructures use content delivery networks (CDNs) to localize traffic 

■ Caching only possible for VoD (e.g., Netflix, YouTube) 

■ No caching for live video delivery (e.g., Twitch), live video mega events (e.g., World Cup)
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CDN caching for VoD No caching for live video delivery



Clients to video sources assignments
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Two general goals: (1) maximize service quality (bitrate 
per client), and (2) minimize delivery cost



Problems with CDNs today

Low service quality 

■ A big service quality gap between the current CDN and the optimal 

High delivery cost 

■ Current CDNs use almost 2x the cost per request than the optimal cost 

Control is not fine-grained 

■ Control is done by aggregating videos into large groups 

Slow DNS updates 

■ Cannot "push" updates, DNS entries get cached
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Motivation for a new design

Goals of Video Delivery Network (VDN) 

■ Achieve optimal service quality 

■ Achieve optimal delivery cost 

■ Fine-grained control: per-video control 

■ Real-time response: sub-second response to failures and joins 

How to achieve these goals? 

■ Centralization optimization with distributed control 

■ Some insights are already shedded in a previous study: Liu et 
al., A case for coordinated Internet video control plane, 
SIGCOMM 2012.
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ACM SIGCOMM 2015



Why we need centralized optimization?
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Local decision making leads to congested 
network and less satisfied client requests

Local decision making leads to poor bitrate 
for all clients in the name of fairness



Centralized optimization
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Formulate an Integer Linear Program and solve 
it to obtain the optimal decisions



Problems with centralization: slow join time
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Slow join time due to (1) time-consuming global optimization and (2) large network latency

Goal: < 1s



Distributed control
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#hops to reach the video; 
bottleneck link capacity

Decision making can be fast (ms), but the decisions could be suboptimal

Similar to a distance 
vector routing protocol



Hybrid control
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VDN: hybrid control
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Request information 
from edge clusters

Bandwidth 
estimation

Local control overrides global 
control when facing drastic 

changes (e.g., network 
performance, link failures, 

viewership)

Controller is replicated using Paxos for fault-tolerance



VDN benefits: service quality
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VDN is able to improve the average bitrate of client requests and the percentage of 
satisfaction with requested bitrates. More importantly, VDN scales to thousands of videos.



VDN benefits: quality vs. cost
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VDN significantly outperforms traditional CDNs in terms of cost under the same 
service quality and allows for flexible tradeoffs between quality and cost



VDN benefits: join time
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VDN is able to provide low and stable join times.  
(The fully distributed solution also provides low join times, but it seems 

massive spikes as the system get loaded due to the lack of coordination.)



Summary

How does video get streamed over the Internet? 

■ Video is split into chunks and get streamed chunk by chunk 

■ Video compression: frame-level, video-level 

■ Constant bitrate, variable bitrate, adaptive bitrate 

Challenges in video streaming 

■ Video streaming protocols: STP, HTTP-based, DASH 

■ Adaptive bitrate selection algorithms: rate-based, buffer-based, others 

■ Video streaming infrastructure management: VDN
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Next time: video stream analytics
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Cloud server Client

Video stream


